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On convergence and regularity
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Section B :

Calcul des Probabilités et Statistique.

RESUME. - Une sous-martingale indicee par N2 ou R2+ est une sous-
martingale (Al) si 1’esperance conditionnelle de l’accroissement rectan-
gulaire X(s, t ] par rapport a la tribu est positive. Nous montrons que
les sous-martingales (Al) bornées dans L Log L convergent presque
sûrement et admettent des modifications continues a droite limitees dans

le quatrieme quadrant.

ABSTRACT. - We introduce (Al) submartingales which are submartin-
gales indexed by or (1~ + such that the conditional expectation of the
rectangular increment X(s, ~] ] given ~ s is non negative. We show that
L Log L-bounded (Al) submartingales converge almost surely, and have
right-continuous modifications which have limits in the fourth quadrant.

It is known that under the conditional independence assumption (F4)
L~-bounded two-parameter submartingales t E do not converge
almost surely [7] ; there is only equality between the upper limit of Xt and
its Li-limit [11 ], [15 ]. Thus in the continuous case the existence of regular
modifications for two-parameter submartingales requires more stringent
assumptions on the process. R. Cairoli [6 ] strengthened the definition
of submartingale by adding the property (S): for all indices s « t, the
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26 A. MILLET

conditional expectation of the rectangular increment X(s, t] ] given ~ ~ is

non negative. He studied the existence of a Doob-Meyer decomposition
of these processes, and their almost sure convergence under a boundedness

assumption on the « quadratic variation ».
In this paper we relax the assumption (F4) on the cr-algebras, and define

(Al) submartingales as submartingales satisfying the property (Al): for all
indices s « t, the conditional expectation of X(s, t] ] given the vertical

a-algebra ffsl is non negative. This extends the notion of 1-martingale
as defined in [14]. We show that L Log L-bounded positive (Al) submar-
tingales converge almost surely, and have right-continuous modifications
with limits in the fourth quadrant. This generalizes theorems proved
in [14 ], and the techniques are similar : the proof consists in showing that
the processes are amarts with respect to the totally ordered family of
(7-algebras (~ t ), and applying the amart theorems on convergence and
regularity. However our methods do not give the existence of left-limited
versions proved by D. Bakry [2 ] for martingales with respect to product
a-algebras.
The first section states the precise definitions. The second section consi-

ders discrete parameter (Al) submartingales. The existence of regular modifi-
cations for continuous parameter (Al) submartingales is studied in the

third section.

1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS

Let I denote Z~ or ~+ with the usual order s = (si, s2)  (tl, t2) = t
if si  ti then I is filtering to the right. Set s « t if Sl  tl
and s2  t2 . Let (s, t ] denote the Let (Q, ~ , P)
be a complete probability space, and let (fft) be a stochastic basis indexed
by I, i. e., an increasing family of complete sub-sigma-algebras of ~ . For
every t = (t 1, t2), set

A process (Xt) is adapted if X~ is ~ ~-measurable for every t E I. Given a
process (X~) and s « t, set

An integrable adapted process is a subm-artingale [supermartingale] ]
if > XS  X~ ] whenever s  t. A martingale is both
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27CONVERGENCE AND REGULARITY OF TWO-PARAMETER (Al) SUBMARTINGALES

a submartingale and a supermartingale. An adapted integrable process (XJ
is a (Al) submartingale if it is a submartingale and has the property {~1~:

An adapted integrable process is a (Al) supermartingale if it is a supermar-
tingale, and has the property (P 1) :

Remark that the property (Al) [(PI)] ] may be interpreted as follows: for
every fixed b > a the map u ~ Xa,u is increasing [decreas-
ing ].

Suppose that the space is the product of two probability spaces, and
that = If (Y~, a > 0) is a one-parameter posi-
tive martingale and (Zb, b > 0) is a one-parameter submartingale, or if (Ya)
is a positive submartingale and (Zb) is a positive increasing one-parameter
process, then is a (Al) submartingale. We give another example
of a discrete (Al) submartingale. For i > 0 let (M;,~, j > 0) be a submar-
tingale for the increasing family of 6-algebras > 0). For every

and suppose that and are independent for every (i, j). The
k>i

process (Xt, t E is a (Al) submartingale. Indeed the property (B1)
is clearly satisfied, and to check the submartingale property, it suffices

to verify that ( ~ i,;) for every (i, j). For every

one has

Set ~(x) = x Log+ x; a random variable X belongs to L Log L if

E ~~( ~ X ( ~  oc, and a process is bounded in L Log L if

Vol. XIX, n° 1-1983.



28 A. MILLET

Let J be a directed set filtering to the right, and let (~~, t E J) be a sto-
chastic basis. A map ~ : S~ ~ J is a stopping time for if ( i  t ~ E ~~
for every t E J. A 1-stopping time is a stopping time for (1t, t E I), where I = Z2

A stopping time is called simple if it takes on finitely many values.
Let T1 denote the set of simple 1-stopping times. If 03C4 is a stopping time for
(~t), let

An adapted integrable process (Xt, t E 1?) is a l-amart [descending
l-amart] if the net converges when i ~ ( oo, ~) [z ~ ( - oo, - oo ) ].
We now give definitions relative to the continuous case. Given an index

denote the quadrants determined by t by Q I(t) _ ~ s : s >_ t ~,
Si  > t2 ~, == { s: s  Si > tl , S2  t2 }.

A stochastic process (Xt : is continuous in Qi, i = I, ..., IV, if

Xt = lim (XS : s --~ t, s E Q;(t)) for every t. For every i = I, ..., IV, denote

Q?(t) the interior of Q;(t) for the euclidian topology. The process has
limits in Qi, i = I, ..., IV, if lim (Xs : s -~ t, s e Q?(t)) exists for every t.

A sequence i(n) of 1-stopping times I-decreases to i in ] if

lim i(n) = T, the sequence decreases, and ~(n) >_ T for every 11

A sequence i(n) of 1-stopping times 1-recalls ~ in QI [QIv ] if i(n) 1-decreases
to T in Q I [Q Iv ], and T{n) for every >  i2 on the set

> o ~ for every n]. An integrable process (X~, ~n, n ~ [(X~, ~,~, n E - ]
is an ascending [a descending ] amart if the net i E T) i E - T) ]
converges, where T denotes the set of simple stopping times for (~ ). If ~n
decreases for n > 0, Y_ n = = is a descending
amart if (Y~, Ytn, n E - is one. A one-parameter integrable process

> 0) is an ascending [a descending] ] amart if for every stopping
time T for (~t), and for every sequence (i(n), n E Pl) [(i(n), n E - ] ~ ~>f

simple stopping times for (~~) that increases to i, the process ~z~n), n E 
[(Xz~~), ~T~~), n E - ] is an ascending [a descending ] amart. A process

> 0) is of class if for every uniformly bounded sequence of
simple stopping times i(n), sup E  00. An integrable process

(Xo t E f~ + ~ is a l-amart in Q I [Q Iv if for every bounded I-stopping
time i, and for every uniformly bounded sequence (i(n) : n E in T ~ which
1-recalls i in Q the process (X~~n~, E is a descending amart.
The process (Xt, E ~ +) is a descending l-amart if it is a l-amart in Q I
and and if for every b > 0, the one-parameter process (Xt,b, 
t > 0) is a descending amart.
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29CONVERGENCE AND REGULARITY OF TWO-PARAMETER (Al) SUBMARTINGALES

2. DISCRETE PARAMETER

In this section we prove that L Log L-bounded positive (Al) submar-
tingales converge almost surely by showing that they are 1-amarts. This
generalizes Theorem 1.1 [14 ].

THEOREM 2.1. - Let (Xt, E ZZ) be an L Log L-bounded sub-

martingale [submartingale with (PI)] ] such that Xt > E(Y for some
random variable Y E L Log L. Then is a l-amart, and hence
converges almost surely when t -~ (oo, oo), while (Xl’ is a des-

cending 1-amart, and converges almost surely when t --~ ( - 

Proof - We at first prove the 1-amart property of the (Al) submartin-
gale Given an increasing sequence (tn) of indices in the

process (Xtn, 0) is an L Log L-bounded submartingale, and Xtn
converges in Li. Hence the net (X~) converges in Li to a random variable
X E L Log L, such that Xt  E(X I fft) for every t. Fix j the one-para-
meter submartingale (Xnj, ~n, j, n > 0) [(Xj.n, > 0) converges a. s.

and in L 1 to random variable XOO,j ] that belongs to
L Log L. The submartingale property and the Li convergence of the nets
(Xn, j, n > 0) and 0) show asymptotically in n that (Xooj, 
j > 0) and > 0) are L Log L-bounded submartingales. Both
sequences converge a. s. and in L1 to X when j ~ 

Xoo,oo = X, It is easy to see that the process (Xt, ~ t,
tEN 2

t E I) is a (Al) submartingale. By Doob’s maximal inequality applied to
the positive submartingales and to the positive martin-
gales E(Y- and E(Y- [ (see e. g. [16 ], p. 69),
one has E(sup 0)  a~, E(sup [ > 0)  oo, and

E(sup [ : n >- 0)  x. Hence the sequences (sup X I : n > 0)," 

j>n 
’

(sup 0), and (sup n >_ 0) are uniformly inte-
j?n 

’ 

j>n 
’ ’

grable, and they converge a. s. to zero. Fix G > 0, and choose K such that

and

Vol. XIX, n° 1-1983.



30 A. MILLET

Let T > (K, K) be a simple 1-stopping time. The property (Al) applied
to the rectangle ] implies

Conversely, the property (1) applied to the rectangle (t ( oo, ~o ) ] shows that

Hence (Xt) is an Li-bounded 1-amart.
Consider now a submartingale with the property (PI).

Extend the process to a submartingale with (P1) (Xt, t E I) as in the first
part of the argument. Fix 8 > 0, and choose K as above. Let z > (K, K)
be a simple 1-stopping time. A similar argument shows that the property (Pl)
applied to the rectangle ((t ~ , 0), ] leads to EX - 2~, while
the property (P1) applied to the rectangle (t, (oo, oo) gives EXz  EX + 2~.

This concludes the proof of the 1-amart property of (Xt). Finally similar
proofs show the descending 1-amart property of the processes in the des-
cending case.
The stochastic basis (~ t ) is totally ordered, and hence satisfies the

Vitali condition V. The almost sure convergence of (Xt) when t -~ ( + oo, + oo)
or ( - oo, - 00) follows from Astbury’s theorem [7] ] ~

Remark. An analog of Theorem 2.1 can be proved by a similar tech-
nique for (Al) supermartingales [supermartingales having the property (~ 1 ) ],
say (Xt, under the additional assumption :

and

~Ve prove a Doob-Meyer decomposition of submartingales. The

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré-Section B



31CONVERGENCE AND REGULARITY OF TWO-PARAMETER (Al) SUBMARTINGALES

stochastic basis has the property (F4) if and F2t are conditionally
independent given ~ for all t. A process (MJ is a martingale f ’or- (~ 1 if
it has both properties (Al) and (PI) (but is not necessarily a martingale).
Under the assumption (F4), every martingale is a martingale for (~ 1 ).
Given any process (Xi,~), set (i,j)] ] if i > 1 and j > 1,
AX(O,j) = XO.j-l i 1, = if i > 1, and

AX(0,0) = 0. A process is an increasing process if 0 for

every (i, j). The following proposition is an analog of [6 Theorem 2, and [9] ]
Lemma 3.

PROPOSITION 2.2. - Suppose that the stochastic basis has the

property (F4).
(i) Let (Xt, t E satisfy {~l). Then (Xt) has a unique decomposi-

tion X~ == Mt + Ao where (MJ is a martingale for (~ 1), and (At) is an increasing
process such that is measurable with respect to 

(ii) Let be a (Al) submartingale.
Then (Xt) can be decomposed into Xt = Mt + At - Bl’ where (M~) is

a martingale, (AJ and (Bt) are increasing processes.
Proof 2014 (f) Set aO.j = aJ,o = 0 for j > 0, and j) ] ]

for i > 1 and j >- 1. The conditional independence and g-tZ given ~ t
implies that am.n is measurable with respect to (cf. [9 ]). Set

It is easy to check that (At) and (Mt) have the required properties, and
give the unique decomposition.

Vol. XIX, n° 1-1983.



32 A. MILLET.

The property (F4) and the submartingale property imply

Set

The processes (At) and (Bt) are clearly increasing, and the process is
a martingale. D

3. CONTINUOUS PARAMETER

We prove that L Log L-bounded positive (1) submartingales indexed
by L~ + have modifications which are well-behaved in the quadrants Q I
and Qty. This extends a result shown in [14 ] for 1-martingales. For every
n > 0, set D(n) _ ~ i . 2 - n : i > O ~, and D = u D(n). If S is a subset 
denote by the set of simple 1-stopping times with all the values

in S. 

LEMMA 3.1. - Let be an L Log L-bounded sub-

martingale [submartingale with (PI)] such that Xt > E(Y ~t) for some ran-
dom variable Y E L Log L. Then for every M > 0, the i E T1(D x D),
i  (M, M) } is uniformly integrable.

Proof - First consider the (Al) submartingale (Xt). Fix a > 0, and
let i E T 1 (D x D) satisfy i « (M, M). Then the property (1) applied to
((t 1, 0), (M, t2) ] gives

Since the positive submartingales (~M?~ : u > 0) and (~u o : u > 0) are

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré-Section B



33CONVERGENCE AND REGULARITY OF TWO-PARAMETER (Al) SUBMARTINGALES

bounded in L Log L, and since XM,u  E( [ Y ~ ~ ~M,u), and  E( ~ ~u,o),
the random variables Si = sup ( ~ u  M, u E D), and

are integrable. Also P(XL > a)  a-1 E(X~l {~z > a~) _ a-1 [ESi + ES2 + E 
Given E > 0, choose a such that P(A)  a implies E[lA(Si+ S2+ ! XM,o D]  ~,
and choose a such that a -1 [ES1 + ES~ + E ] ]  a. Then  E

for every i E T 1 (D x D) with i « (M, M).
Apply the property (Al) to the rectangle (t, (M, M) ] to obtain

The random variable S3 = sup ( ~ Xu,M I : u  M, u E D) is integrable, and
similarly it suffices to show that lim  - a) = 0 when a -~ -~ oo.
The inequalities

conclude the proof in the case of a 1-submartingale.
Let (Xt) be a submartingale with (PI). Similarly the property (PI) applied

to (t, (M, M) proves the uniform integrability and the property (Pl)
applied to ((tl, 0), (M, ] gives the uniform integrability of D

The following lemma indicates perturbations of a sequence i(n) which
do not affect asymptotically.

LEMMA 3 . 2. - Let (X t, ~ t, be an L Log L-bounded (Al) sub-
martingale [submartingale with (PI)] ] such that Xt > E(Y ~ t) for some
random variable YeLLogL. Let r be a bounded 1-stopping time, and
let be a sequence of simple 1-stopping times taking on values in D x D,
bounded by (M, M), such that ii 1  and Ti 0.

Then for every sequence of positive numbers an that converges to zero,
one has lim 0.

Vol. XIX, n° 1-1983.



34 A. MILLET

P~oo~ f: First study the case of a submartingale (X~). The property
(© 1 ) applied to the rectangle ((tl , 0), (t 1 + an, t2) implies

Conversely the property (Al) applied to the rectangle (t, (t 1 + an, M) ] implies

The one-parameter submartingales 0), and (Xa,M, 
a > 0) have right limits almost surely along the elements of D. Also
sup (! Xa,o  K) and sup ( Xa,M I : a E D, a  K) are integrable
for every K. Hence the sequences f3n and ~n converge to zero. A similar
argument concludes the proof in the case of submartingales satisfying the
condition (PI). D
We now prove the amart property of positive (Al) submartingales.

THEOREM 3 . 3. - Let (Xt, fft, t E f~ + ) be an L Log L-bounded sub-

martingale [submartingale satisfying (PI)] ] such that Xt > E(Y for

some random variable Y E L Log L. Then (Xt) is a descending 1-amart.

Proof - Suppose (Xt) is a (Al) submartingale. Fix b > 0 ; the amart
property of the one-parameter submartingale (Xa,b, > 0) has been
proved in [lo]. Let T be a 1-stopping time bounded by (M, M). Let ~n be
a sequence of positive numbers which decreases to zero. For every a > 0,
the one-parameter submartingale b > 0) has left and right
limits almost surely along the elements of D, and sup ( Xa,b I : b E D, b  M)
is integrable. Choose an > 0 such that implies.

(M + 4, M + 4)}]  ~n. Choose
an integer kn such that

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré-Section B



35CONVERGENCE AND REGULARITY OF TWO-PARAMETER (Al) SUBMARTINGALES

and

and P[0  z2  4.2-kn] ~ 03B1n. Finally by Lemma 3.1 choose 03B2n > 0
such that P(A)  fin implies

Changing an if necessary, we may and do assume that /~~i2. Set

an = (a, b) e D x D, Ti 1  a  b  i 1 + 4 . 2 - n ~ ],
and [sup ~ ~ ~b,M + 4 I : (a, b) E D x D, i 1  a  b  z 1 + 4 . 2 - n ~ ].
The one-parameter submartingales (Xa,o, 0), and (X~ ~+4, 
a >_ 0) have right limits almost surely along the elements of D. Since

:aED, a M+4) and : a E D, a _ M +- 4) are

integrable, lim an = lim b~ = 0. Finally set

We prove first the 1-amart property in Qj at the 1-stopping time i.

Let i(n) be a bounded sequence of simple 1-stopping times which 1-recalls ~
in QI. Changing M if necessary in the conditions above, we may and do
assume that the sequence is bounded by (M, M). To lighten the nota-
tions we will assume that the z(n) take on dyadic values, and it will be

clear in the proof that this is no loss of generality. We define a sequence T(n)
which is « universal » for i, compare with and show that EXT(n)
converges.
For every n >_ 0 let v(n) be the dyadic approximation of T defined by

v(n)= ((i-E- 4) . 2- n, (j+ 4) . 2- kn) 2-n, j . 2- kn)  i  ((i-+-1 ) . 2-’~, (j-~-1 ) . 2- ~n ~~ .
Choose pn such that p >_ pn implies that

We may and do assume that the sequence of integers pn is strictly increasing.
Fix p with pn  p  and set

Vol. XIX, n° 1-1983.



36 A. MILLET

Then T(p) and a( p) belong to T1(D x D), and P [~(p) ~ ~(p)]  Hence

~ (  2E,~. Furthermore, for every (i, j),

Set S{ p) _ + 2 n~ a(p) 2) for p  pn+ 1. Clearly zl 0 ~ i
Lemma 2 . 2 implies that lim = o. Fix p with pn  p  p,~+ 1,
and to lighten the notations set S = S(p) and T = T(p). one has

(ii ) T is measurable with respect to 

Since { S = s } property (Al) applied to the rectangle
((s~, 0), s2) ] gives

Conversely the property (Al) applied to the rectangle (s, ~] ] shows that

where

Applying the property to the rectangle ((sl, t2), (tl, M + 4) ], one obtains

The property (Al) applied to the rectangle ((tl, s2), (M + 4, shows that

Hence lim EXs(p) - = 0. The argument showing that EXS and EXT
are close depends only on the properties (i ) and (ii ) of S and T. Fix n  m,
p and q with Pn  P  p~ + 1. This argument applied to

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré-Section B



37CONVERGENCE AND REGULARITY OF TWO-PARAMETER (Al) SUBMARTINGALES

S = T( q) and T = T( p) shows that the sequence converges, which

completes the proof of the 1-amart property in 
We show that (Xt) is a 1-amart in Let T(n) be a sequence of simple

1-stopping times taking on values in D x D, which I-recalls i in Qn, and
is bounded by (M, M). For every n > 0, let p(n) be the dyadic approxi-
mation of T defined by

on

Choose an integer qn such that p > qn implies

We may and do assume that the sequence qn is strictly increasing. Fix p
with qn  p  and set

Then

Set S( p) _ (6( p)1-+- 2- n, o-(ph). By Lemma 3 . 2 one has lim 

By Lemma 3.1 one has lim = o. We compare the sequence

EXs(p) to the « universal » sequence and show the convergence

of EXT(p). Fix p with qn _ p  and set S = S( p) and T = T( p) ; one has

( iv’) T is measurable with respect to 

The random variable T 2 is measurable with respect to hence

and

{

Vol. XIX, n° 1-1983.



38 A. MILLET

The property (Al) applied to the rectangle t2), s2) ] implies

where

Applying the property (Al) to the rectangle ((Sl, 0), t ] one obtains

On the other Conversely,

S 1

For every s in the range of S, choose 5; E D, s2 > s2, such that setting
A = = s ~ n ~ 0  i2 _ s2 } ), one has P(A)  Apply the

S

property (Al) to the rectangle ((si, s2), (t 1, s2) ]. Then

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré-Section B



39CONVERGENCE AND REGULARITY OF TWO-PARAMETER (Al) SUBMARTINGALES

Hence lim EXs~ p) - = 0 when p - This argument also shows
that the sequence EXT(p) converges, and hence that the sequence 
converges too. This completes the proof of the 1-amart property in Qtv
in the case of a (Al) submartingale. A similar argument shows that submar-
tingales with (PI) are 1-amarts in Q and Qjy, which concludes the proof. Q
The following theorem proves the existence of regular modifications of

positive (Al) submartingales.

THEOREM 3 . 4. - Suppose that (Xt, t e Il~ +) is an L Log L-bounded
(1) submartingale [submartingale with (PI)] ] such that E(Y 
for some random variable Y E L Log L. Assume that (F1t) is right-conti-
nuous, and that for every a > 0 the one-parameter family b > 0)
is right-continuous.

(i) If for every a > 0 the map b --~ EXa,b is right-continuous, then (Xt)
has a modification almost every trajectory of which has right limits.

(ii) If for every b > 0 the map a -~ EXa,b is right-continuous, then (Xt)
has a modification almost every trajectory of which has limits in Q and Q IV .

(iii) If for every a > 0 the maps b - EXa,b and b -~ EXb,a are right-
continuous, then (X~) has a right-continuous modification almost every
trajectory of which has limits in QIV.

Proof - Our definition of descending 1-amart is slightly different

from the one introduced in [14]. The difference lies in the fact that we
only require the horizontal processes 0) [and not 

> 0)] ] to be descending amarts for all b >_ 0. However it is clear

from the proofs of Proposition 2 . 2, Theorems 2 . 4, 2 . 5, and Corollaries 2. 6,
2. 7 [14] ] that the statements made there remain true for our notion of
descending 1-amart.

(i) For every a >_ 0 the one-parameter submartingale (Xa,b, 0)
is a descending and an ascending amart of class (AL) [9 ]. The right-conti-
nuity of the map b -~ EXa,b insures the existence of a right-continuous
modification of this process. Hence for every sequence i(n) of simple one-
dimensional stopping times for b > 0), b = lim ~ i(n) implies
EXa,b = lim The existence of right limits follows from Theo-

rem 3. 3, and from [14], Theorem 2 . 4.
(ii) A similar argument shows that Theorem 3 . 3 together with [14] ]

Theorem 2 . 4 imply the existence of a modification having limits in Q ~
and Q Iv .

(iii) The argument is similar to the one given in [14], Theorem 2. 5.
By (ii) the process (Xt) has a modification having a. s. limits in Qj.

Vol. XIX, n° 1-1983.



40 A. MILLET

Set Zt = lim (Ys : s » t) ; it is easy to see that (Zt) is right-continuous.
To prove that (Zt) is a modification of (Xt), it suffices to prove that for every t,
Zt = Y~ = Xt a. s. Fix a >_ 0 ; the right-continuity of the maps b - EXa,b
and b --~ EX b,a insures the existence of right-continuous modifications
for the one-parameter submartingales > 0) and > 0). Fix t;
we may and do assume that the processes (Ytl,b, b > 0), > 0), and
all the processes 0) and (Yb,t2 + b > 0) are right-continuous.
Let ~,~ B 0, and for every fixed n > 0 let kn be an integer such that

Fix set z(n) = t on AC, and i(n) = (tl + + 1/kn) on A. Sup-
pose that (Xt) is a 1-submartingale; then

Conversely

The map t --~ EXt = EYt is right-continuous by assumption. Hence

Lemma 3 .1 implies the uniform integrability of clearly

Hence E{ 1 AZt) = for every Given any index t the F1t-measu-
rable random variables Zt and Yt agree almost surely.
A similar argument concludes the proof for submartingales with (PI). D

Remark. A theorem analogous to Theorem 3.4 can be proved if (Xt)
is a (Al) supermartingale [a supermartingale satisfying (Al)] ] under the
additional assumption that for every b > 0, and for every M > 0, one has
E [sup ] and E [sup M ]  oo.

Finally we state a Doob-Meyer decomposition of (Al) submartingales.
The proof, similar to the argument given in [6 ], [~] and [9 ], is omitted.
An adapted integrable process is a 1-increasing process
if Ay is a. s. right-continuous, null on the y-axis, and satisfies A(s, t] > 0
for every s « t. Recall that an adapted integrable process (Mt, t E 
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is a martingale for if it satisfies the conditions (Al) and (PI). A process
is of class (Dl) if for every t » (0, 0), the sequence

is uniformly integrable. For every t set },
and let ~(t) be the ~-algebra generated by d(t). Set

THEOREM 3 . 5. - Let be a (1) submartingale right-
continuous in L 1, and let satisfy (F4). The following are equivalent :

(i ) (Xt) is of class (Dl).
(ii ) has a unique countably additive extension to ~(t) for all t.

(iii) There exists a decomposition Xt = Mt + At, where (M~) is a mar-
tingale for (At) is a 1-increasing process, and both processes are
adapted.
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